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Proven techniques from an expert to help anyone enjoy intimate relationships to the fullest. Readers

discover the secret that will allow them to bring unmatched pleasure to that special someone in their

life--while increasing their own pleasure. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.
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The two skills taught in this book are...(1) Prolonged love making & (2)Multiple orgasms.The most

difficult part is the sections on multiple orgasms without a refractory period. I know by the

testimonies of the wives who visit me (more than by the men who see me) that most women do

enjoy an occasional extended session of sensitive love making that lasts for hours; the extended

love making is the most obtainable part of the book.Even if you don't learn the multiple orgasm

nack, you'll find the book worthwhile for it's tips on prolonged sexual intercourse.The Kegel

exercises are more useful for the multiple orgasm skill but are not as necessary for prolonged love

making. You'll find the positions and mind techniques she offers and some of the exercises will

provide the extended love making.I know a few people who just sat down and started playing piano

at the age of 7 and sounded like others who worked at the art for years. Don't be discouraged by the

need to practice: this book works.--Charles Runels, MDAuthor of "Anytime...for as Long as You

Want: Strength, Genius, Libido, & Erection by Integrative Sex Transmutation (A 15-Day Course for

Men to Improve Life and Sex)"



Well written and fun to read while thinking of getting my boyfriend to get into the program.

When I first saw the title, I sneered. But curiosoty impelled me to at least give it a glance. Dr.

Keesling is not kidding. This book is no joke. It is a clear, systematic, organized approach to what

for most men is only a daydream. It is also an approach to what a good many women have said in

no uncertain terms was just what they wanted. It is also outrageously funny, makes you want to

meet the author, preferably at a wine-tasting party. Read it carefully, preferably two or three times

before you start. I lost two months hard work on the wrong muscles by not reading carefully. But do

what she says and it will work!

First, it is a really fun book. Dr. Keesling has a delightful fun loving style. So, the book is really fun to

read. Then there are some exercises-but, they are not that hard to do- and they are not like learning

to wiggle your ears. Honestly, anyone can do them. Then there are a lot of fun things to do that the

two of you will completely enjoy. And finally, there is a huge pay-off. You can't lose and it makes you

feel like such a stud!If I can do it; anyone can. It will change the way you think of yourself. After thirty

years of marriage we are having the best sex ever.

Excellent!!! If you want the power to control your body in ways you never dreamed and create

pleasure your woman has never had, get this book! I was skeptical at first, but after reading it and

doing the exercises I have found it to be extremely useful.

Very good trainning, but as always, don't expect immediate results or a magic receipe to

out-perform. Follow the literature, be consistent and get a grip on the method.

Pratinizing tone, dragging and repetitions irritated me but valuable content. People should search for

more information on this vast and sacred matter.

Didn't work.
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